
REALITY - SEASON ONE TRAILER



FADE IN:

PRESIDENT HUGH MCKENZIE stands at his presidential podium, 
his mouth within inches from a microphone.

FLASHES from several cameras bounce around the room.

HUGH
Which is why I propose we send them 
away - away from the ones who have 
not been convicted of murder, 
arson, rape.

CLOSE UP on Hugh.

HUGH (CONT’D)
We need to send this criminals to 
another dimension.

SMASH TO BLACK.

FADE IN:

VICE PRESIDENT VERONICA HOWEY walks down a hallway by HUGH.

VERONICA
Hugh, you can’t just broadcast 
something like that on national 
news. If this goes slightly wrong --

HUGH
Things won’t go wrong, Veronica. 
The people have a right to know 
what’s happening within their 
government.

(beat)
You may be my Vice President, but I 
still make my own decisions.

HUGH walks ahead, leaving VERONICA watching.

CUT TO:

THE TRAVELER, a machine with four poles, spheres atop them, 
GLOWS profusely. The white light blinds the citizens who 
stand around, and they SCREAM loudly.

KA-BOOM!

SMASH TO:

ADAM DASHNER and LILY LANGLEY, both in orange jumpsuits, 
stand in the oval office, before HUGH.



ADAM
So you’re saying all of the 
criminals went to separate 
dimensions.

HUGH
Yes.

LILY
So, what? All the psychos went to 
different dimensions, and?

HUGH
You two were left behind, and... we 
want you to go and retrieve the 
others.

ADAM
The other... convicts?

HUGH nods. LILY begins to laugh.

LILY
And what’s in it for us?

HUGH
(long pause)

Freedom.

Several BEATS. ADAM and LILY stare in disbelief.

CUT TO:

ADAM and LILY stand inside THE TRAVELER, bags slung over 
their shoulders.

HUGH and VERONICA watch them.

RAYS begin to circle ADAM and LILY, similar to a 
kaleidoscope. They both look around.

A LIGHT begins to grow inside the machine, covering ADAM and 
LILY. The watchers cover their eyes.

SMASH TO:

IF YOU WERE GIVEN THE 
CHANCE

CUT TO:
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LILY sits on a bed, a BOOK in her hand. ADAM stands.

LILY
That’s what pisses me off. Every 
single person that lives in our 
screwed up world does messed up 
things behind closed doors.

ADAM
We just got caught.

LILY
And with this freedom, I’m gonna 
make damn sure that doesn’t happen 
again.

SMASH TO:

ADAM sits crouched, a GUN in his hand. He turns around and 
aims, then --

BANG, BANG, BANG!

CUT TO:

LILY sends a kick towards a MAN in black. The MAN blocks and 
swings his arm out in the form of a punch. LILY ducks and 
punches the main in the groin.

SMASH TO:

WHAT WOULD YOU DO
CUT TO:

A SERIES OF SHOTS:

-- ADAM and LILY run down a dark alley, MEN with highly-
enhanced weaponry trailing behind them.

-- LILY stands in a JUNGLE behind a tree, her arms wrapped 
around her body - she’s hiding. Several TRIBAL MEN, armed 
with bows, hunt throughout the brush behind her.

-- DR. EMILIA MEAD stands in front of her large COMPUTER, the 
screen reflecting off the lenses of her glasses. The computer 
suddenly SHUTS OFF and a long CRANK is heard behind her, 
causing her to turn.
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-- ADAM frantically runs around a room as it fills with 
water. It reaches his knees.

-- DETECTIVE XANDER ROBERTSON runs down the WHITE HOUSE 
HALLWAY, his gun aimed.

-- ADAM and LILY slowly back into a wall, their arms raised 
in surrender.

LILY
Remember when I said I would do 
anything to get out of jail?

ADAM
Yeah.

LILY
I think I might have been worked up 
on the ‘oh my God I can get a 
hotdog anytime’ thing.

SMASH TO:

FOR FREEDOM?
FADE TO:

ADAM and LILY exit their white shelter, instantly STOPPING 
and GAPING at the dimension they have traveled to.

ADAM
What. The. Hell.

SWISH PAN to reveal a large CITY, gigantic statues of woman’s 
bodies attached to the top of several buildings.

A BLIMP flies by with the words SEXY, SEXY, SEXY BABY! 
written across it.

BACK ON ADAM and LILY. Several WOMEN, all dressed in skimpy 
bikinis and skirts, walk by giggling. A MAN, dressed in 
flamboyant-colored clothes walks between them.

LILY
Oh my God we’re in the sex 
dimension.

BLACKOUT.
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